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Logistics Management - Challanges, Opportunities & Solutions
A comprehensive guide to making better capital structure and corporate financing decisions in today's dynamic business
environment Given the dramatic changes that have recently occurred in the economy, the topic of capital structure and corporate
financing decisions is critically important. The fact is that firms need to constantly revisit their portfolio of debt, equity, and hybrid
securities to finance assets, operations, and future growth. Capital Structure and Corporate Financing Decisions provides an in-depth
examination of critical capital structure topics, including discussions of basic capital structure components, key theories and
practices, and practical application in an increasingly complex corporate world. Throughout, the book emphasizes how a sound
capital structure simultaneously minimizes the firm's cost of capital and maximizes the value to shareholders. Offers a strategic
focus that allows you to understand how financing decisions relates to a firm's overall corporate policy Consists of contributed
chapters from both academics and experienced professionals, offering a variety of perspectives and a rich interplay of ideas
Contains information from survey research describing actual financial practices of firms This valuable resource takes a practical
approach to capital structure by discussing why various theories make sense and how firms use them to solve problems and create
wealth. In the wake of the recent financial crisis, the insights found here are essential to excelling in today's volatile business
environment.

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities
Thomas Kressin untersucht grundlegende Determinanten, Probleme und Mechanismen des Finanzierungsverhaltens technologie- und
wachstumsorientierter Unternehmensgr ndungen.

Energy Finance and Economics
Aswath Damodaran, distinguished author, Professor of Finance, and David Margolis, Teaching Fellow at the NYU Stern School of
Business, have delivered the newest edition of Applied Corporate Finance. This readable text provides the practical advice students
and practitioners need rather than a sole concentration on debate theory, assumptions, or models. Like no other text of its kind,
Applied Corporate Finance, 4th Edition applies corporate finance to real companies. It now contains six real-world core companies to
study and follow. Business decisions are classified for students into three groups: investment, financing, and dividend decisions.

Corporate Finance Decisions in Volatile Economic Times
As indicated by the title, this book focuses on fundamental problems in finance: a logical dilemma in valuation, stock valuation
methods/models, risk valuation, and optimal capital structure. It presents an innovative approach to logic and quantitative reasoning
(without advanced mathematics) that delivers valuable results ---- convincing solutions to these problems. Readers in finance will
definitely be interested in these solutions as well as the methods. In fact, these fundamental problems are essential in the field of
finance, and they have remained unsolved (or partly unsolved) for decades. The solutions offered in this book are all sound in
theory and feasible in practice, and will hopefully benefit both theoretic al research and practical decision-making.

Financial Derivatives
In den 1930er-Jahren entdeckte Ralph Nelson Elliott, dass die Tendenzen und Korrekturen an der B rse klar identifizierbaren
Mustern folgen. Diese von ihm entdeckten Muster wiederholen sich zwar der Form nach, aber nicht unbedingt hinsichtlich ihrer
Zeitdauer oder ihres Umfangs. Elliott konnte insgesamt 13 Muster oder "Wellen" isolieren, die in den Kursdaten immer wieder
auftreten. Die Muster hat er benannt, definiert und illustriert. Dieses Ph nomen nannte er das Wellenprinzip, das noch immer das
beste verf gbare Prognoseinstrument darstellt. Prechter und Frost erkl ren im Klassiker Das Elliott-Wellen-Prinzip die Theorie
des Wellenprinzips in einer einfachen, klaren Sprache. "So haben wir mit diesem Band versucht, ein Werk zu produzieren, das dieses
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Thema umfassend behandelt, und zwar auf eine Weise, von der wir hoffen, dass sie nicht nur erfahrene Analysten, sondern auch
interessierte Laien in Elliotts faszinierende Gedankenwelt einf hren kann", so die Intention der Autoren. Mit Das Elliott-WellenPrinzip verf gen Sie nicht nur ber eine faszinierende Methode der Marktanalyse, sondern auch ber eine mathematische
Philosophie, die auf alle m glichen Lebensbereiche anwendbar ist. Diese Philosophie kann neue Perspektiven er ffnen und es
jedem gleichzeitig erm glichen, der sonderbaren Psychologie des menschlichen Verhaltens nachzusp ren. Elliotts Vorstellungen
reflektieren ein Prinzip, das sich jeder mit Leichtigkeit selbst beweisen kann. Danach werden Sie die B rse f r immer in einem
neuen Licht sehen.

Corporate Finance
With its inception at the end of the nineteenth century as a means of consolidation and reorganization, mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) have since become quasi-institutionalized as one of the primary strategic options for organizations, as they seek to secure
their position in an ever more competitive and globalizing market place. Despite the optimism surrounding M&A as strategic moves,
research on post-merger company performance suggests that most firms engaging in M&A activity do not achieve the sought-after
performance targets, either immediately or in the years following the deal. What is it that drives M&A activity when research results
do not support the performance expectations of these undertakings? Alternatively, have M&A scholars got it all wrong in the way
that M&A performance is measured? Is the topic too complex, enduring, and multifaceted to study? The Handbook argues that the
field of M&A is in need of a re-rooting: past research needs to be critically reviewed, and fundamental assumptions revisited. A key
issue preventing efforts in the practice and study of M&A from achieving dynamic syntheses has been the disciplinary gulf
separating strategy, finance, and human relations schools. The Handbook aims to bridge the hitherto separate disciplines engaged in
the study and practice of M&A to provide more meaningful results. Toward this end, the Handbook brings together a set of
prominent and emerging scholars and practitioners engaged in the study of M&A to provide thought-provoking, state of the art
overviews of M&A through four specific 'lenses' - strategic, financial, socio-cultural, and sectorial approaches. By summarizing key
findings in current research and exploring ways in which the differing approaches could and should be 'synthesized', it aims to
highlight the key issues facing M&A practitioners and academics at the dawn of the third millennium.

Corporate Finance
Thought leaders and experts offer the most current information and insights into energy finance Energy Finance and Economics
offers the most up-to-date information and compelling insights into the finance and economics of energy. With contributions from
today's thought leaders who are experts in various areas of energy finance and economics, the book provides an overview of the
energy industry and addresses issues concerning energy finance and economics. The book focuses on a range of topics including
corporate finance relevant to the oil and gas industry as well as addressing issues of unconventional, renewable, and alternative
energy. A timely compendium of information and insights centering on topics related to energy finance Written by Betty and Russell
Simkins, two experts on the topic of the economics of energy Covers special issues related to energy finance such as hybrid cars,
energy hedging, and other timely topics In one handy resource, the editors have collected the best-thinking on energy finance.

Applied Corporate Finance
This book evaluates the potential of the combined use of district heating networks and cogeneration in the European Union (EU). It
also proposes measures to remove barriers hindering their widespread implementation, formulates policies for their implementation,
and evaluates their economic, energy, and environmental consequences. The book presents a preliminary assessment of the likely
cost and the impact of widespread adoption of district heating networks and cogeneration carried out in three cities that represent
the variety of climatic conditions in the EU. Based on this assessment, it is estimated that by undertaking the maximum economically
feasible implementation across the EU, fuel savings of 95M/year would be achieved, representing energy savings of 6,400
petajoules (PJ), which is around 15% of the total final energy consumption in the EU in 2013 (46,214.5 PJ). Using simple and quick
calculations and not specific software, the method used allows the evaluation of the potential benefits of retrofitting existing power
plants into cogeneration plants and connecting them to nearby heating networks. In light of increasing energy costs and
environmental concerns, the book is of interest to heating engineers, city planners, and policy-makers around the globe.

Corporate Finance
Private Equity and Venture Capital in Europe: Markets, Techniques, and Deals, Third Edition introduces private equity, investments
and venture capital markets while also presenting new information surrounding the core of private equity, including secondary
markets, private debt, PPP within private equity, crowdfunding, venture philanthropy, impact investing, and more. Every chapter has
been updated with new data, cases, examples, sections and chapters that illuminate elements unique to the European model. With the
help of new pedagogical materials, this updated edition provides marketable insights about valuation and deal-making not available
elsewhere. As the private equity world continues to undergo many challenges and opportunities, this book presents both
fundamentals and advanced topics that will help readers stay informed on market evolution. Provides a unique focus on Europe for
equity investors and long-term investments Contains theoretical knowledge put into practice using with real-world cases and the
language and the methodologies of practitioners Presents structured topics that help readers understand increasing levels of
difficulty Includes learning tools such as mini-cases, call-outs and boxes that recall previously presented definitions throughout
chapters
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Technology Valuation Solutions
Defining the value of an entire company can be challenging, especially for large, highly competitive business markets. While the main
goal for many companies is to increase their market value, understanding the advanced techniques and determining the best course
of action to maximize profits can puzzle both academic and business professionals alike. Valuation Challenges and Solutions in
Contemporary Businesses provides emerging research exploring theoretical and practical aspects of income-based, market-based,
and asset-based valuation approaches and applications within the financial sciences. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics
such as growth rate, diverse business, and market value, this book is ideally designed for financial officers, business professionals,
company managers, CEOs, corporate professionals, academicians, researchers, and students seeking current research on the
challenging aspects of firm valuation and an assortment of possible solution-driven concepts.

Das Elliott-Wellen-Prinzip
Taking an international perspective to corporate finance, the latest edition of Corporate Finance and Investment is a highly-regarded
and established text for students who want to understand the principles of corporate finance and develop the key tools to apply it.
The ninth edition has been revised to include topical issues in valuation, working capital, capital structure, the dividend decision,
Islamic finance, risk and risk management, and behavioural finance. With its focus on strategic issues of finance in a business
setting, this text uses the latest financial and accounting data, articles and research papers to effectively demonstrate how, and to
what extent, the theory can be applied to practical issues in corporate finance.

Applied Corporate Finance
Sound investment decisions require an in-depth knowledge of the financial markets and available financial instruments. This book
provides students and professionals with an understanding of the role and activities of an equity security analyst within the
investment process. Emphasis is on understanding the process of analyzing companies; the valuation process; and the challenges of
achieving success in a highly competitive capital market. The authors present a comprehensive compendium on the financial theory,
the empirical evidence and the mathematical tools that form the underlying principles of investment decisions.

Private Equity and Venture Capital in Europe
Readable and usable in style and valuable in approach, this text provides the practical and succinct advice that students and
practitioners need, rather than a sole concentration on debate theory, assumptions, or models. Like no other text of its kind, the
author applies corporate finance to real companies. The new Third Edition has four real-world core companies to study and follow.
Perfected suited for MBA programs’ corporate finance and equity valuation courses, all business decisions are classified into three
groups: the investment, financing, and dividend decisions.

Performance of Valuation Methods in Financial Transactions
Convert Theory into Solutions: A Corporate Finance Reality Check This hands-on guide to corporate finance focuses on converting
the theory and models in corporate finance into tools that can be used to analyze, under stand and help any business. Applied
Corporate Finance provides a user's perspective to corporate finance, by posing the three major questions that every business has
to answer, and then providing the tools and the analytical techniques needed to answer them. The three questions are- * Where do
we invest our resources? (The Investment Decision) The first part of the book looks at how to assess risk and develop a risk profile
for a firm, convert this risk profile into a hurdle rate, and develops the basic rules that need to be followed in estimating the returns
on any investment. * How should we fund these investments? (The Financing Decision) Firms generally can use debt, equity or
some combination of the two to fund projects. This part of the book examines the relationship between this choice and the hurdle
rate to be used in analyzing projects, and presents ways in which the financing decision can be used to maximize firm value. It also
sets up a framework for picking the right kind of security for any firm. * How much cash can and should we return to the owners?
(The Dividend Decision) The third part of the book establishes a process that can be used to decide how much cash should be taken
out of the business, and in what form - dividends or stock buybacks. The final chapter in the book ties in the value of the firm to
these three decisions, and provides insight into how firms can enhance value. In summary, this is a book about coming up with real
solutions to real problems, using real-time data on real companies.

Damodaran on Valuation
An accessible, and intuitive, guide to stock valuation Valuation is at the heart of any investment decision, whether that decision is to
buy, sell, or hold. In The Little Book of Valuation, expert Aswath Damodaran explains the techniques in language that any investors
can understand, so you can make better investment decisions when reviewing stock research reports and engaging in independent
efforts to value and pick stocks. Page by page, Damodaran distills the fundamentals of valuation, without glossing over or ignoring
key concepts, and develops models that you can easily understand and use. Along the way, he covers various valuation approaches
from intrinsic or discounted cash flow valuation and multiples or relative valuation to some elements of real option valuation.
Includes case studies and examples that will help build your valuation skills Written by Aswath Damodaran, one of today's most
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respected valuation experts Includes an accompanying iPhone application (iVal) that makes the lessons of the book immediately
useable Written with the individual investor in mind, this reliable guide will not only help you value a company quickly, but will also
help you make sense of valuations done by others or found in comprehensive equity research reports.

District Heating and Cooling Networks in the European Union
Tilman E. Pohlhausen explains why buyouts of companies in the technology sector have barely taken place and why this is changing.
He shows how the attractiveness of a buyout target can be estimated, what makes analyzing technology buyouts different from
traditional buyouts, and why there might be opportunities for private equity investors in the European technology markets.

Corporate Finance
Unternehmerische Handlungsspielr ume und Entscheidungsalternativen lassen sich h ufig als Realoptionen interpretieren. In
j ngerer Zeit hat der Realoptionsansatz daher Eingang in die Theorie der Unternehmung gefunden. Dieses ZfB-Erg nzungsheft
befasst sich mit dem Realoptions-Ansatz in den Anwendungsbereichen interne Unternehmensrechnung, Finanzierung und
Wettbewerb.

The Little Book of Valuation
Dr. Donald DePamphilis explains the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his academic knowledge and
personal experiences with over 30 such deals himself. The 99 case studies span every industry and countries and regions
worldwide show how deals are done rather than just the theory behind them, including cross-border transactions. The interactive CD
is unique in enabling the user to download and customize content. It includes an Excel-based LBO model and an M&A Structuring
and Valuation Model in which readers can insert their own data and modify the model to structure and value their own deals. CD also
real options applications and projecting growth rates. Student Study Guide on CD contains practice problems/solutions, powerpoint
slides outlining main points of each chapter, and selected case study solutions. An extensive on-line instructor's manual contains
powerpoint slides for lectures following each chapter, detailed syllabi for using the book for both undergraduate and graduate-level
courses, and an exhaustive test bank with over 750 questions and answers (including true/false, multiple choice, essay questions,
and computational problems). * CDROM contains extensive student study guide and detailed listings of online sources of industry
and financial data and models on CDROM * Numerous valuation and other models on CDROM can be downloaded and customized by
readers * Online Instructor's Manual with test bank, extra cases, and other resources * Over 90 cases

Investment Valuation
Explaining the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his own academic knowledge and experience, Donald
DePamphilis shows how deals are done, rather than just explaining the theory behind them.

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities, 4E
Corporate Finance
A text with a thoroughly integrated applications orientation revolving around the philosophy that companies need to know how to
finance organizations in order to reach optimal capital structure. Recognizing that every investment decision involves choosing the
right amount of debt and equity, the text suggests readers look at data and ask, "What is relevant? Why is this detail important? How
does it answer the question?"

Corporate and Project Finance Modeling
A text with a thoroughly integrated applications orientation revolving around the philosophy that companies need to know how to
finance organizations in order to reach optimal capital structure. Recognizing that every investment decision involves choosing the
right amount of debt and equity, the text suggests readers look at data and ask, "What is relevant? Why is this detail important? How
does it answer the question?"

Real Options
A better way to value the profitability and risk of R&D projects New technology and R&D initiatives affect companies in both the
service and manufacturing sector. It's estimated that half a trillion dollars is spent worldwide each year on such efforts. Technology
Valuation Solutions + website offers a methodology along with illustrative cases for valuing the profitability and risk of R&D
projects. A companion to Boer's earlier work, The Valuation of Technology (978-0-471-31638-1), this book provides additional
material that will help readers assess a wide variety of projects and business scenarios. In addition to the in-depth case studies, this
book includes a website featuring valuation templates that readers can customize for their own individual needs.
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Applied Corporate Finance
Essential insights on the various aspects of financial derivatives If you want to understand derivatives without getting bogged down
by the mathematics surrounding their pricing and valuation, Financial Derivatives is the book for you. Through in-depth insights
gleaned from years of financial experience, Robert Kolb and James Overdahl clearly explain what derivatives are and how you can
prudently use them within the context of your underlying business activities. Financial Derivatives introduces you to the wide range
of markets for financial derivatives. This invaluable guide offers a broad overview of the different types of derivatives-futures,
options, swaps, and structured products-while focusing on the principles that determine market prices. This comprehensive resource
also provides a thorough introduction to financial derivatives and their importance to risk management in a corporate setting. Filled
with helpful tables and charts, Financial Derivatives offers a wealth of knowledge on futures, options, swaps, financial engineering,
and structured products. Discusses what derivatives are and how you can prudently implement them within the context of your
underlying business activities Provides thorough coverage of financial derivatives and their role in risk management Explores
financial derivatives without getting bogged down by the mathematics surrounding their pricing and valuation This informative guide
will help you unlock the incredible potential of financial derivatives.

Corporate Finance
This book explores new topics in modern research on empirical corporate finance and applied accounting, especially the econometric
analysis of microdata. Dubbed “financial microeconometrics” by the author, this concept unites both methodological and applied
approaches. The book examines how quantitative methods can be applied in corporate finance and accounting research in order to
predict companies getting into financial distress. Presented in a clear and straightforward manner, it also suggests methods for
linking corporate governance to financial performance, and discusses what the determinants of accounting disclosures are. Exploring
these questions by way of numerous practical examples, this book is intended for researchers, practitioners and students who are
not yet familiar with the variety of approaches available for data analysis and microeconometrics. “This book on financial
microeconometrics is an excellent starting point for research in corporate finance and accounting. In my view, the text is positioned
between a narrative and a scientific treatise. It is based on a vast amount of literature but is not overloaded with formulae. My
appreciation of financial microeconometrics has very much increased. The book is well organized and properly written. I enjoyed
reading it.” Wolfgang Marty, Senior Investment Strategist, AgaNola AG

The Handbook of Mergers and Acquisitions
A clear and comprehensive guide to financial modeling and valuation with extensive case studies and practice exercises Corporate
and Project Finance Modeling takes a clear, coherent approach to a complex and technical topic. Written by a globally-recognized
financial and economic consultant, this book provides a thorough explanation of financial modeling and analysis while describing the
practical application of newly-developed techniques. Theoretical discussion, case studies and step-by-step guides allow readers to
master many difficult modeling problems and also explain how to build highly structured models from the ground up. The companion
website includes downloadable examples, templates, and hundreds of exercises that allow readers to immediately apply the complex
ideas discussed. Financial valuation is an in-depth process, involving both objective and subjective parameters. Precise modeling is
critical, and thorough, accurate analysis is what bridges the gap from model to value. This book allows readers to gain a true
mastery of the principles underlying financial modeling and valuation by helping them to: Develop flexible and accurate valuation
analysis incorporating cash flow waterfalls, depreciation and retirements, updates for new historic periods, and dynamic presentation
of scenario and sensitivity analysis; Build customized spreadsheet functions that solve circular logic arising in project and corporate
valuation without cumbersome copy and paste macros; Derive accurate measures of normalized cash flow and implied valuation
multiples that account for asset life, changing growth, taxes, varying returns and cost of capital; Incorporate stochastic analysis with
alternative time series equations and Monte Carlo simulation without add-ins; Understand valuation effects of debt sizing, sculpting,
project funding, re-financing, holding periods and credit enhancements. Corporate and Project Finance Modeling provides
comprehensive guidance and extensive explanation, making it essential reading for anyone in the field.

Corporate Finance and Investment
The definitive source of information on all topics related to investment valuation tools and techniques Valuation is at the heart of any
investment decision, whether that decision is buy, sell or hold. But the pricing of many assets has become a more complex task in
modern markets, especially after the recent financial crisis. In order to be successful at this endeavor, you must have a firm
understanding of the proper valuation techniques. One valuation book stands out as withstanding the test of time among investors
and students of financial markets, Aswath Damodaran'sInvestment Valuation. Now completely revised and updated to reflect
changing market conditions, this third edition comprehensively introduces investment professionals and students to the range of
valuation models available and how to chose the right model for any given asset valuation scenario. This edition includes valuation
techniques for a whole host of real options, start-up firms, unconventional assets, distressed companies and private equity, and real
estate. All examples have been updated and new material has been added. Fully revised to incorporate valuation lessons learned
from the last five years, from the market crisis and emerging markets to new types of equity investments Includes valuation
practices across the life cycle of companies and emphasizes value enhancement measures, such as EVA and CFROI Contains a new
chapter on probabilistic valuation techniques such as decision trees and Monte Carlo Simulation Author Aswath Damodaran is
regarded as one of the best educators and thinkers on the topic of investment valuation This indispensable guide is a must read for
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anyone wishing to gain a better understanding of investment valuation and its methods. With it, you can take the insights and advice
of a recognized authority on the valuation process and immediately put them to work for you.

Grundlagen betrieblicher Finanzwirtschaft
Troubled economic times are putting an extraordinary pressure on corporate managers, who have to make investment decisions
under unprecedented uncertainty and risk. The aim of this book is to help managers to reflect upon the critical assumptions
underlying the most relevant tools for valuation of corporate investments under uncertainty. It offers a wide range of working
papers, journal articles and case studies which are the fruit of our recent experience in teaching, consulting and research. This book
is ideally suited to both managers and MBA students who seek to improve their critical ability to make value decisions based on an
array of relevant investment valuation tools.

Applied Corporate Finance
Aswath Damodaran is nationally recognized for his teaching approach, using theory and the models that flow from it to understand,
analyze and solve problems. He treats corporate finance as a living discipline by making it much more applied than other textbooks.
Throughout the text, real companies and real data are used in examples and exercises.

Investment Management
Get a distinctly European take on corporate finance The newly revised Sixth Edition of Corporate Finance: Theory and Practice
delivers a uniquely European perspective on the foundations and latest trends in corporate finance, including the marked shifts
brought about by sustainability, environmental, and social concerns. Containing updated statistics and graphs, the book covers the
latest innovations in financial practice, like the rise of private equity investment, the continuous decline in listed companies, and the
dramatic surge of sustainability-linked financing products. Readers get access to an accompanying website that offers regularly
updated statistics, graphs, and charts, direct email access to the authors, quizzes, case studies, articles, and more. The book also
includes: A balanced blend of theory and practice from an author team with a presence in academia and business Access to The
Vernimmen.com Newsletter, which provides monthly updates on corporate finance to over 60,000 subscribers Ideal for students
studying corporate finance as part of an MBA or a master's level programme in Finance, Corporate Finance: Theory and Practice is
also required reading for practicing professionals in the UK and continental Europe seeking a distinctly European treatment of a
critically important subject.

Risikokapital und Aktienfinanzierung
Corporate Finance
Revised edition of Corporate finance, 2014.

Capital Structure and Corporate Financing Decisions
Includes topics like: project finance; corporate financial reliability; financial instruments; acquisitions and control; performance
measurement; and incentive compensation. This edition bears in mind the needs of syllabi requirements for the core paper on
Corporate Finance for MBA students. It includes 10 cases for MBA students.

Finance – Fundamental Problems and Solutions
Unlocking Hidden Potential: Strategic Transformation and Value Creation at Mandarin Orchard Singapore and Mandarin Gallery
showcases the successful transformation of a major hospitality project, now called Mandarin Orchard Singapore and a niche shopping
mall known as the Mandarin Gallery. Based on detailed discussions and in-depth interviews with senior management, the monograph
provides valuable insights on the transformation journey, detailing key business practices and decisions that contributed to the rise
of both assets from under-utilised investments into profitable and contemporary developments. Introducing the transformational
change model, the book provides a chapter-by-chapter discussion of the broad drivers of change that contributed to the
transformational change of both Mandarin Orchard Hotel and Gallery.

Financial Microeconometrics
For corporate managers, maximization of the profits and the market value of the firm is a prime objective. The logical working out of
this principle in multinational enterprises has led to an intense focus on transfer pricing between related companies, principally on
account of the very attractive tax advantages made possible. Inevitably, numerous countries have established transfer pricing
legislation designed to combat the distortions and manipulations that are inherent in such transactions. This important book, one of
the first in-depth analysis of the current worldwide working of transfer pricing in intra-group financing and its resonance in law,
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presents the relevant issues related to loans, financial guarantees, and cash pooling; analyses an innovative possible approach to
these issues; and describes new methodologies that can be implemented in practice in order to make intra-group financing more
compliant with efficient corporate financing decisions and the generally accepted OECD arm’s length principle. Comparing the tax
measures implemented in the corporate tax law systems of forty countries, this study investigates such aspects of intra-group
financing as the following: – corporate finance theories, studies, and surveys regarding financing decisions; – application of the arm’s
length principle to limit the deductibility of interest expenses; – impact of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
project; – transfer pricing issues related to intra-group financing; – credit risk in corporate finance; – rationales utilized by credit
rating agencies; and – the assessment of arm’s length nature of intra-group financing. The author describes ways in which the
application of the arm’s length principle can be strengthened and how the related risk of distortion and manipulation can be
minimized. The solutions and methodologies proposed are applicable to any business sector. Given that determination of the arm’s
length nature of transactions between related companies is one of the most difficult tasks currently faced by taxpayers and tax
administrations around the world, this thorough assessment and analysis will prove extraordinarily useful for in-house and advisory
practitioners, corporate officers, academics, international organizations, and government officials charged with finding effective
responses to the serious issues raised. In addition to its well-researched analysis, the book’s comparative overview of how loans,
financial guarantees, and cash pooling are currently addressed by OECD Member States and by their national courts is of great
practical value in business decision making.

Unlocking Hidden Potential: Strategic Transformation And Value Creation At Mandarin Orchard Singapore
And Mandarin Gallery
Risk Management
MODERN FINANCE, MANAGEMENT INNOVATION & ECONOMIC GROWTH SET Coordinated by Faten Ben Bouheni Financial
operations depend on potential value creation, the nature of the shareholder base, the level of development of the company and its
growth prospects. They result from different commercial and financial strategies that must integrate the interest of the capital
holders, the influence and strategy of the group in the initiative and the structure of the offer. This book examines how, in practice,
a company s capital is structured, taking into account the interests of various stakeholders. The performance of valuation methods,
which serve investors in their decision-making and financial arrangements, is developed in detail. Depending on the contexts present
in the control market, the methods of stock market and transactional comparables, discounted cash flows and the patrimonial
approach, will be favored to assess the value of a company s shares. Performance of Valuation Methods in Financial Transactions
is an in-depth analysis of equity transactions and is aimed at students and corporate finance professionals.

Transfer Pricing Aspects of Intra-Group Financing
"Aswath Damodaran is simply the best valuation teacher around. If you are interested in the theory or practice of valuation, you
should have Damodaran on Valuation on your bookshelf. You can bet that I do." -- Michael J. Mauboussin, Chief Investment
Strategist, Legg Mason Capital Management and author of More Than You Know: Finding Financial Wisdom in Unconventional Places
In order to be a successful CEO, corporate strategist, or analyst, understanding the valuation process is a necessity. The second
edition of Damodaran on Valuation stands out as the most reliable book for answering many of today?s critical valuation questions.
Completely revised and updated, this edition is the ideal book on valuation for CEOs and corporate strategists. You'll gain an
understanding of the vitality of today?s valuation models and develop the acumen needed for the most complex and subtle valuation
scenarios you will face.

Valuation Challenges and Solutions in Contemporary Businesses
Dealing with all aspects of risk management that have undergone significant innovation in recent years, this book aims at being a
reference work in its field. Different to other books on the topic, it addresses the challenges and opportunities facing the different
risk management types in banks, insurance companies, and the corporate sector. Due to the rising volatility in the financial markets
as well as political and operational risks affecting the business sector in general, capital adequacy rules are equally important for nonfinancial companies. For the banking sector, the book emphasizes the modifications implied by the Basel II proposal. The volume has
been written for academics as well as practitioners, in particular finance specialists. It is unique in bringing together such a wide
array of experts and correspondingly offers a complete coverage of recent developments in risk management.

Technology Buyouts
The book that fills the practitioner need for a distillation of the most important tools and concepts of corporate finance In today's
competitive business environment, companies must find innovative ways to enable rapid and sustainable growth not just to survive,
but to thrive. Corporate Finance: A Practical Approach is designed to help financial analysts, executives, and investors achieve this
goal with a practice-oriented distillation of the most important tools and concepts of corporate finance. Updated for a post-financial
crisis environment, the Second Edition provides coverage of the most important issues surrounding modern corporate finance for the
new global economy: Preserves the hallmark conciseness of the first edition while offering expanded coverage of key topics
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including dividend policy, share repurchases, and capital structure Current, real-world examples are integrated throughout the book
to provide the reader with a concrete understanding of critical business growth concepts Explanations and examples are rigorous
and global, but make minimal use of mathematics Each chapter presents learning objectives which highlight key material, helping the
reader glean the most effective business advice possible Written by the experts at CFA Institute, the world's largest association of
professional investment managers Created for current and aspiring financial professionals and investors alike, Corporate Finance
focuses on the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to succeed in today's global corporate world.
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